
User manual
Fold Down Rollator

General Safety Warning

Please ensure these instructions are fully read and implemented. Failure to do so may result
in injury to the user. Retain in a safe place for future reference.

Intended Use

The Lightweight 4 wheel Rollator is designed to provide support and assistance to those
unable to, or who lack the confidence, to walk without some level of support. This rollator is
intended for indoor and outdoor use, and folds away for easy storage or transportation

Safety Precautions - Do’s and Don’ts

·Do not exceed the maximum user weight limit of 136Kg.
·Do not use the rollator on stairs or an escalator.
·Do not attempt to push the rollator while someone is sitting in the seat.
·Do not use the seat to transport people or objects.
·Do not use the seat without the backrest in place.
·Do not sit on the seat when the rollator is on an incline.
·Only use the rollator as a walking support.
·Only use the specified accessories and spare parts for this rollator
·Loads should only be transported using the bag. Do not hang heavy items from the handles
as this may affect the stability of the Rollator.

Safety Precautions - Pre Use Checks

·Ensure Rollator is locked open before use.

·Check the brakes before use.
·Make sure that all parts are secure and that moving parts are in good working order.

Safety Precautions - During use



·Do not self-propel the rollator while seated. Serious injury to the user and/or damage to the
rollator frame or wheels may result from improper use.
·Do not use the rollator to walk backwards.

·Caution must be taken when negotiating curbs and other obstacles, or when using on
sloping, uneven or slippery surfaces. Failure to do so may result in a serious risk of a fall or
injury.

·Do not perform any adjustments to the rollator while it is in use.
·Exercise caution when there is a heavy load in the bag (max. load 5Kg)
·All wheels must be in contact with the floor at all times.
·Brakes must be in the locked position before using the seat.
·When using the rollator in a stationary position, the brakes must be locked.

CONTENTS LIST

A)1*Rollator Frame
B)2*Removable Front wheels
C)1*Bag
D)1*Cane holder

Assembly
1.Insert the wheels into the front wheel slot. Be sure you hear a click indicating the wheel is
securely in place.

2.Open the frame by lifting the handles until they housing and secure them.

3.Push down on both sides of the seat.
IMPORTANT: Both sides must “click” into position.

4.Proceed to the height adjustment of the handles. Press the orange button and adjust the
position of the handlebars to your desired height. (From 81cm-91cm)



5.Pull out the pillar and place the bag.

6.Attach the cane holder to the provided position.

Folding the Rollator

Pull the strap upwards to fold the rollator and lower the handles as below.

Detaching Front wheels
To detach the front wheels, simply press the red button and pull down the wheels.

Checking and Operating the Brakes

Before using the rollator, always check the brakes are working correctly.

To slow down or brake, pull the brake lever. Release the lever to resume the march.

To engage the parking brake, push the brake lever down into the locked position. (Pull up on
the brake lever to release the lock.)

Brake adjustment



Turn the adjustment screw counter-clockwise to increase the tension then lock the
adjustment by turning the locking nut clockwise while holding the adjustment screw
stationary.
Important: If the brake is set too lightly, this may affect the braking force when the handbrake
is applied.

Maintenance and Cleaning

Always remove the dirt that forms after each use, using the no aggressive solutions and
taking care to dry. Do not use abrasive sponges. Periodically check the brake functionality as
well as the state of the sealing of the clamping elements and welds.


